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QUESTION: 127 
Christa has added two sets of radio buttons to a page and expects them to behave as two 
separate Yes or No options. However, they are acting as a single field and only one of 
the four can be selected at a time. What does she need to change? 

A.  Only one set of radio buttons can be placed on a page, this is their behavior and it 
cannot be changed 
B.   Radio buttons need to be named with the same prefix in order to work together, she 
should change the field names 
C. Radio buttons belong to groups, she should change the group names to reflect how 
they should be grouped together 
D. Radio buttons must be separated on the form by at least one other field, or placed 
into a Panel to work this way 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 128 
As Alex is planning his first component, he has designed a schema and created it in 
Lotus Component Designer. How and when does he make that schema the default for a 
new page? 

A.  Any time after the page is created 
B. Schemas are not associated with pages, just with views and column data 
C. Each control that accepts data must be associated with the schema separately 
D. At the time the page is created, the choice to use an existing schema is available 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 129 
Denise creates a new Computed Field control on a page. How can she dynamically 
compute a formula for the field's value? 

A.   Using simple actions 
B.   Using default value formulas and input translation formulas 
C. Formulas are composed in other controls and applied to the Computed Field control 
D. Using JavaScript in the embedded JavaScript editor accessed via the Value tab of 
the Properties panel 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 130 
Elizabeth is preparing to develop her first page in Lotus Component Designer. The UI 
Controls palette contains two types of controls. What are they? 

A.   UI and Core Controls 
B.   UI and Container Controls 
C. Container and Core Controls 
D. Edit and Data View Controls 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 131 
Will is programming a component for a customer service application, dealing with 
customers and open issues. He would like to display a list of all issues for a customer. 
Assuming that issues are created from the context of customer documents, what is one 
method by which he can accomplish this? 

A.   Use repeating Panels and a List control to display all child documents 
B.   Define a schema element for descendents and apply it to a Table control 
C. Use a formula in conjunction with a Panel control to search for matching issue 
documents 
D. Using a View control, add a JavaScript script to display only issue documents whose 
parent ID is equal to the current document's ID 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 132 
As Kyra works on her first page, she is preparing the binding of all her edit controls to 
data elements. In the context of page design properties, what are her choices? 

A.   Create a new data element, create a new schema, or use existing data elements 
B.   Inherit field values using scripts, create a new field, or create an XPath expression 
using JavaScript 
C. Bind to existing elements in a schema, create a new field, or create an expression 
using XPath, JavaScript, EL, or value assignment 
D. Create a field on the fly using JavaScript, create an XPath expression using 
JavaScript, or drag a schema element from the Data palette to the Properties palette 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 133 
Will's organization has specific style guides for colors that should be used on all official 
company sites, including custom applications on the WebSphere Portal platform. In 
order to comply, how can he choose proper colors for his table layouts? 

A.   A color picker is available as a right-click menu on the table 
B.   HTML tags with color attributes may be chosen in the Properties palette 
C. A context-sensitive menu lets developers change colors of all table cells at once, or 
individually 
D. Table formatting in the Properties palette allows background colors for tables and 
individual cells to be selected, and style sheets to be assigned 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 134 
Elizabeth wishes to enhance her composite application with presence awareness (chat) 
and email features. Besides the administrative activities likely to be undertaken by the 
WebSphere Portal administrator and directory administrator, what design element does 
she need to add to her pages? 

A.   Live Names Control 
B.   Sametime Links Control 
C. Instant Messaging Control 
D. Sametime Awareness Control 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 135 
Viktor is developing an expense reporting solution where field sales personnel upload 
expense reports to a page he is developing. Which of the following is a valid property 
for the File Upload control? 

A.  Show file contents in read mode 
B.   Use original name of uploaded file 
C. Associate uploaded file with a schema 
D. Choose a default file location for upload 
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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 136 
Viktor is used to laying out HTML pages using an HTML editor. In Lotus Component 
Designer, how would he most easily have a different look and feel in read mode and 
edit mode? 

A.   Use the hide option on each element 
B.   Create different pages and switch pages using button controls 
C. Use a script in conjunction with the Visible property on each element 
D. Only images can be dynamically shown or hidden, so the UI will be consistent in 
both modes 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 137 
Simon has noticed that he has used a set of radio buttons several times in the 
development of his pages. How can he most easily avoid having to re-create each radio 
button on every page in a component? 

A. Mark the Group as "Shared" in the Properties panel 
B.  Copy and paste the Source code from one page to the next 
C. Create a Radio Group instead of using individual Radio buttons 
D. Create a custom control to maintain a collection of UI controls 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 138 
Daria is deploying her first component and wishes to have control over the name of the 
XML document database that is created. Where can she make this choice? 

A.   The DDL file 
B.   The deployment profile 
C. The Preferences dialog 
D. Database properties under Database Options. 

Answer: D 
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